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This simple line drawing guide features all of our favorite cacti and succulents and is the go-to

guide, perfect for beginners and a great addition to seasoned artist's tool box. Its

easy-to-understand instructions all feature six illustrative steps, void of written instruction or over the

top explanation. Just sit down, put the pen to paper and get drawing! You'll gain basic skills by

drawing simple shapes and mark making, leaving just enough creative room to explore your own

style as you practice.
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I got a sneak preview of the super talented Peggy Dean's @thepigeonletters (on Instagram) book,

Botanical Line Drawing: Cacti and Succulent Edition. Cacti and succulents have become hot items

to draw, and this book will have you sketching them in no time! What I love about this book is the

step by step instructions. Whether you're a beginner or have drawing experience, I guarantee you

will learn something from this book. There are 200 tutorials of cacti and succulents in here, peeps!

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s so amazingly thorough! I've never seen or heard of some of these plants, but they are

so fun to learn how to sketch. And donÃ¢Â€Â™t worry, the common ones are in here too. They are

all named so you can learn something about them if you want to.I cannot begin to tell you how great

Peggy is as a drawing teacher! Everything is totally logical and she has just the right touch to make

every sketch look natural. Just like her last botanical line illustration book, this one totally rises

above expectations. You've outdone yourself once again, Peggy!



She's done it again! This book is packed with a variety of cacti and succulents - more than I even

knew existed. I am a long-time fan of her minimal yet comprehensive tutorial style and it was just as

effective this time around! I especially loved that she included the names of each plant and was able

to index them all in the back of the book. That made it much easier to bookmark and find my

favorites!In short, this is the perfect place to start for learning to draw cacti - and lots of them! It's

easy to fall into a habit of drawing the same two or three types but this has given me so much more

inspiration. Thank you for another incredible and effective reference, Peggy!

Peggy has done it again! I am so blown away by Peggy's amazing work and her books are one of

my favorite! Drawing is not always easy for me to do, and her easy step-by step instruction is just a

tremendous help! I loved that she also included the names of each plant and index them all in the

back of the book. Its a perfect book to start learning line drawing, so much inspiration and it's a

great reference for cacti and succulent drawing. Oh and it also has a space for you to draw, how

amazing is that! Thanks Peggy for always inspiring us with your talent!

I received an advance copy of this book and it is amazing! It's chock full of every cactus and

succulent that you could possibly think of. Peggy breaks down each plant into easy step-by-step

directions. The instructions are clear and concise. I love the index in the back where you could look

up every plant. A great book to have in your bookcase for reference.

Just like her first book, this one is full of easy-to-follow instructions and beautiful botanicals! You'll

be drawing in no time, even if you think you can't (like I did before I tried her method)! The photo

below is a piece I made with cacti from this very book!

This book is hands down AMAZING! Peggy breaks everything down and actually makes it easy to

learn how to draw. And I am NOT good at drawing! There are SO many illustrations to choose from

and all of them easy to follow and understand! Highly recommend this book!

Another wonderful book by Peggy Dean. I love drawing cacti and succulents and this book helps me

get the details in six easy steps. This is the second botanical line drawing book that I have and I

highly recommend both.
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